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The very first comic strips!

Another forerunner of motion pictures, this optical device was invented by the 
Belgian physician Joseph-Antoine Ferdinand Plateau in 1832 to demonstrate the 
Persistence of Vision theory. At the same time, in Austria, the mathematician Simon 
von Stampfer invented his stroboscopic disc, a very similar contraption. Both were 
based on the revolving wheel invented by the British physician Michael Farraday 
two years earlier. Coming after the Thaumatrope and before the Zoetrope, this was 
the first device to succeed in clearly producing the illusion of motion. The sequence 
of consecutive images with slight variations (as if they were the parts a movement 
is divided into) was a breakthrough which eventually developed into the series 
of frames that make up motion-picture films. In fact, shortly after this, Plateau 
discovered that sixteen images are needed to achieve a perfect illusion of movement, 
which is precisely the number of frames per second used in the very first motion 
pictures. Subsequently, with the advent of synchronized sound, it was established 
that there should be 24 frames per second; this is maintained to the present day. 
The mechanism is both simple and ingenious: When you turn the wheel and look 
through a hole, you can see in motion the image reflected in a mirror facing you.  
This phenakistiscope, cerca 1868, that is shown here, has been endowed to 
Zinematic by Girona Cinema Museum.
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Phenakistiscope  

“Anticitera”
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This giant-sized reproduction of a small perforated bone disc made around 13,000 
years ago was found in 1868 in one of the Laugerie-Basse caves in France.  
But it was not until 2008 that the artist and illustrator  of Prehistory Florent Rivère 
suggested that it was a mechanism meant to recreate movement. Similar to the 
taumatrope, it differs to that device in that instead of blending  two images into one, 
it reproduces two distinct phases of the same movement.

Moreover, the French historian Marc Azéma, after investigating several caves, 
including Lascaux, noticed that the animals painted on the walls –  bisons, horses 
and lions – had several heads and more legs than normal. What in principle had 
been believed to be unfinished works by artists living towards the end of Paleolithic 
era (12,000 years ago), Marc Azème suggested that perhaps the authors had wished 
to transmit the sensation of movement. To confirm his theory, he demonstrated how 
the light from a torch, when moved forward and backward, gives the impression 
of animals galloping.

Could this be the very beginning of cinema?

Cinema in Prehistoric times
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Étienne-Jules Marey was born in France in 1830. As well as being a scientist,  
physiologist and photographer, he also developed techniques applied in film-making.  
When studying how to record the phases of movement, he invented a “chronophotographic 
gun” allowing him to take 12 consecutive frames per second, which were recorded 
on to a turning glass disc without having to use several cameras. But in 1882 Marey 
abandoned his photographic gun and invented a fixed plate camera equipped with 
a synchronized shutter, with which he succeeded in recording in a single image 
sequential phases of a movement. This technique is known as “chronophotography”.
He later improved his invention by replacing the glass plate with a long strip of paper. 
Shortly after, the sensitized paper strip was replaced by a transparent resistant celluloid 
film, invented by the Americans Hannibal Goodwin and George Eastman. The innovations 
proposed by Marey were extremely relevant in the technical development of cinema.

A Zoetrope is an optical device used to create the illusion of movement. In 1887 the French 
cinematographic innovator Etienne-Jules Marey introduced a variation of the zoetrope 
by replacing the flat images inside the drum with plaster sculptures of a bird in flight.

Marey’s 3D Zoetrope 
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The moving image seen here is a fragment of “serpentine dance”, the work of 
French filmmaker Alice Guy, initiator of visual narrative fiction, producer and 
scriptwriter. She is thought to have made 600 films between 1896 and 1920.  
The dance we see here was created by the choreographer Loie Fuller in 1891 and 
it became very popular in its time.

 
First colour films. 

From the beginning of film-making, efforts were made to liken the images to reality 
by including color. At first the images were coloured by hand, one by one, with 
a paint brush, which meant that if one second of a film contained 16 images, for 
a film of just 10 minutes, 9.600 images – each measuring 30 millimetres wide – 
had to be hand-painted! Colour in films evolved from colouring being applied with 
filters, to chemical alterations made to the celluloid, to projections with green, red 
and blue glass. Finally, in 1916, with a system of additive color, Technicolor set 
down the bases of what would be the technique of color cinema for a long time.

Pre-cinematographic device related to the Mutoscope.

Mechanical Flip Book
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This optical device makes it possible to obtain the projection of an image onto 
a surface opposite the opening in the camera. The camera oscura is one of the 
oldest known optical instruments, and lead to the development of photography; 
today we still use our “camera”… The first mention of it dates back to the 5th 
century B.C. by the Chinese philosopher Mo-Ti. A century later Aristotle confirmed 
those observations by constructing the first camera oscura. But it was not until 
the 17th century that lens were introduced into the camera, greatly improving 
definition and brightness. Several artists, in particular Johannes Vermeer, studied 
the phenomena and were capable of painting representations of reality as never 
before, with a camera like the one we have built. In 1822 Joseph Nicèphore Niépce, 
considered the first photographer in history, discovered how to permanently 
fix an image on paper with bitumen judaicum, thanks to the camera oscura.

Vermeer’s Camera Oscura
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The very first comic strips!

Another forerunner of motion pictures, this optical device was invented by the 
Belgian physician Joseph-Antoine Ferdinand Plateau in 1832 to demonstrate the 
Persistence of Vision theory. At the same time, in Austria, the mathematician Simon 
von Stampfer invented his stroboscopic disc, a very similar contraption. Both were 
based on the revolving wheel invented by the British physician Michael Farraday 
two years earlier. Coming after the Thaumatrope and before the Zoetrope, this was 
the first device to succeed in clearly producing the illusion of motion. The sequence 
of consecutive images with slight variations (as if they were the parts a movement 
is divided into) was a breakthrough which eventually developed into the series 
of frames that make up motion-picture films. In fact, shortly after this, Plateau 
discovered that sixteen images are needed to achieve a perfect illusion of movement, 
which is precisely the number of frames per second used in the very first motion 
pictures. Subsequently, with the advent of synchronized sound, it was established 
that there should be 24 frames per second; this is maintained to the present day. 
The mechanism is both simple and ingenious: When you turn the wheel and look 
through a hole, you can see in motion the image reflected in a mirror facing you. The 
Phenakistoscope  shown here is a disc illustrated by Eadweard Muybridge in 1893.

Phenakistiscope 
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The purpose of this optical device was to create an illusion of movement.  
It was invented by the English mathematician William Horner in 1834, based on the 
phenakistoscope, but with the difference that the optical effect can be seen by several 
viewers at the same time. When looking through the slits in the drum, we see the 
static images in motion. Its inventor called it “daedaleum”, but it became popular 
by the name zoetrope, or “wheel of life”. In the second half of the 19th century it 
was the most famous “toy” based on the Persistence of vision principle. The paper 
strips with coloured illustrations could easily be fitted inside the drum, and versions 
for either children or adults became extremely popular in many parts of the world.

Horizontal Zoetrope
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Anamorphosis is the deformation of an image by means of an optical 
procedure. The image’s distortion disappears when looking at it through a 
curved mirror or from the correct perspective. This method was used by 
Renaissance painters and artists: the first known anamorphosis appears 
in a drawing by Leonardo da Vinci. In the 20th century it was perfected 
by the astronomer and inventor Henri Chrétien in 1926 by the name of 
Anamorphoscope and resulted in the CinemaScope widescreen technique. 
The system captures and projects the images by means of anamorphic lens 
installed in the camera and in the projector to increase the length of the 
screen. There are currently computer programmes that carry out anamorphosis.

Anamorphosis Dracula
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Optical device precursor of the cinema, based on the phenakistoscope, it was invented 
in 1834 by the English mathematician William Horner.

Are all four feet of a galloping horse off the ground at the same time?

The human eye cannot see it, but for an instant a galloping horse keeps 
all four legs suspended in the air. In 1872 the British photographer and 
researcher Eadweard Muybridge was comissioned to make a sequence of 
shots of a galloping horse to prove it. For this, he invented a mechanical 
shutter to capture the instant (snap shot), as the manual shutter used at 
the time was too slow to obtain a clear image. In this way it was possible 
to confirm that, in effect, a horse “flies”. The experiment was repeated in 
1878 with a series of technical innovations that improved the results. The 
images obtained were published in the Scientific American journal, and are 
used in the zootrope you can see. The motion picture is just one step away!

Vertical Zoetrope
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Our anamorphosis is based on paintings by Hans Holbein the Younger (1497-
1543), one of the first Renaissance artists to draw one. In his well-known picture  
“The Ambassadors”, there is a deformed skull in the lower half. You can see it 
properly close up from the right hand side. Our tribute to this painter is a free 
interpretation where we have combined two of his portraits: “Lady with a Squirrel 
and a Starling” and “Simon George of Cornwall”.

An anamorphosis is a deformed image that appears in its true shape thanks to 
an optical effect - from certain viewpoints or reflected in a spoon or a curved 
mirror, which eliminate its distortion. We find the first known anamorphosis in 
a Leonardo da Vinci drawing.In the 20th century it became part of widescreen 
film technique - CinemaScope - thanks to astronomer and inventor Henri Chrétien. 
His Anamorphoscope (1926) captures and projects the images by means of 
anamorphosic lenses installed in the camera and the projector to lengthen the 
screen. There are computer programmes available now for creating anamorphosis.

Holbein Anamorphosis
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Dark, closed optical device which allows to view the projection of an exterior 
image inside the camera. Its origin could date back to the 4th century B.C. 
in Aristotle’s time, when it was used to observe astronomical phenomena. 
But it was not until the 15th century that it was reinvented by Leonardo da 
Vinci to reproduce reality with extraordinary precision from images in its 
interior. Its development  led to photography and eventually to movie-making.

Camera obscura
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A flipbook, or flick book, is a primitive form of animation that consists in a 
booklet with pages containing images that vary gradually from one page to 
the next, so that when the pages are turned rapidly,  the images simulate 
movement. Invented in 1865 by John Barnes Linnett, based on investigations 
carried out by Joseph Plateau on luminous impressions on the retina.

Flipbook
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Early motion picture device, patented by Hernan Casla in 1894. It works on the 
same principle as the “flip-book”, where the slightly changing black and white 
photographic images, viewed at a given constant speed, appear to be in movement. 
In this device, the cards were placed in a cylinder, which increased the life of the 
film. With this sequence filmed in Barcelona’s Passeig de Gràcia from a tramway 
in 1908, Zinematik pays homage to Ricardo Baños, one of Catalonia’s first directors.

MUTOSCOPE
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Predecessor of the cinema, this apparatus – which can be considered an improved 
version of the zoetrope – was built in 1877 by E. Reynaud, French inventor and 
pioneer of animated movies. The revolving drum’s rotation creates a cinematographic 
illusion, allowing us to observe a clear sequence in which the images blend to 
create animation.

Praxinoscope  
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Optic device for viewing three-dimensional images. Based on research on 
binocular perception, it was invented in 1861 by Oliver W. Holmes, to view 
photographs taken with a stereoscopic camera. Early studies, attributed to 
the astronomer Johannes Kepler, appeared in the 16th century, but it was 
not until the 19th century when the optical instruments based on these 
studies materialized. The system was used by the Basque scientist Ramon 
i Cajal to explain his work on neurons, and by the Catalan painter Salvador 
Dali to show some of his paintings.

Holmes’ stereoscopic  

viewer
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Optical device used by painters to trace any image projected onto a glass support; 
also used in botanical and zoological drawings. Patented in 1806 by the English 
physicist and chemist William Hyde Wollaston.

Camera lucida
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The first known copying apparatus, this articulated device was invented by the 
German Christopher Scheiner in 1603. when it was used for copying maps at 
different scales. Any kind of illustration, photo or drawing can be copied with it. 
Given its mechanical simplicity, the result is impressive.

Pantograph
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This instrument based on the pantogragh helps us to outline a person’s sihouette 
projected onto a screen and to copy it on a small piece of paper. It was invented 
in 1783 by the Frenchman Gilles-Louis Chrétien. These portraits were very popular 
due to their low cost.

Physionotrace
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Sound comes to the movies 

Mechanical device made up of two pendula moving both a biro and a flat 
surface on which a geometric figure such as an ellipse, spiral or other, 
is drawn. Although it was invented by mathematician Hugh Blackburn in 
the 19th century, similar devices were originally built in order to make 
visible vibratory movements produced by sound. Those experiments on 
the propagation of sound paved the way for research on mechanisms for 
recording and reproducing sounds that were later used in cinema. From the 
beginning of movie- making, attempts were made to incorporate sound to the 
images, first by accompanying the projection with live sounds and music, and 
later by adding certain sound recording formats that were played at the same 
time as the film. Then, in 1927 “The Jazz Singer” came out and is considered 
the first film with totally synchronized sound; the following year “Lights of 
New York” was the first movie with spoken dialogues – that is, talkies as we 
understand them today.

Harmonograph
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These are two dimensional images capable of producing a 3D effect when seen 
through anaglyph glasses – typically red and cyan filters. The technique was 
invented in 1891 by French pioneer in colour photography Louis Ducos de Hauron. 
It was used for the first time in 1922, in the US film “The Power of Love”, but was 
forgotten during the crisis and World War II, until in the 50’s it became popular in 
B and sci-fi movies.

Anaglyph 3D
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Machine that imitates the figure and movement of an animated being. The first 
automatons date back to Ancient Egypt (2500 BC) and to China and Japan (2000 
BC), where emperors and priests used mechanical automatons as a way to have 
power over an ignorant people. Over time the mechanisms were improved, and 
in the 18th century, thanks to advances in clockmaking, more perfect automatons 
were made by watchmakers such as Jacques de Vaucanson (1709), Pierre 
Jaquet-Droz (1721) or the watchmaker and magician Robert Houdin, born in 1805.

Automaton Metropolis
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This is one of the best-known optical toys in history. The figure changes as 
the pieces composing it are moved. The story has it that some of these toys 
were found in Tutankhamen’s grave, in the 14th century B.C. The name comes 
from the bible, where Jacob dreamt of angels climbing up and down a ladder.

Jacob’s Ladder
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Apparatus that captures a flat image through its copy, inspired by the 1900 
“camara lucida” invented by Wolff & Sons in Great Britain. During a short period it 
was used to touch up animated movie images.

Limnoscope
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This could well be the oldest way to represent images in movement on a screen. 
The effect is obtained by placing a silhouette of one’s hands between a light source 
and a white translucent screen. It is not hard to imagine ancient cavemen taking 
advantage of the play of light and shadows offered by the fire to represent scenes 
or rituals… However, the first known shadow theatre can be established more than 
5000 years ago on the isle of Java, in Indonesia. Indeed it did not arrive in Europe 
until the 18th century, when it became extremely popular, especially in Paris with 
the famous cabaret theatre Le Chat Noir, where the artists and intellectuals of the 
day flocked to see shadow plays on the stage.

Shadow Theatre
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This is a device that allows one to draw images with the help of a glass pane placed 
in front of the painter. In order not to lose perspective, the object is seen through a 
hole, and with a felt-tip pen or paint brush,  the shape of the object is drawn onto the 
glass. You then place a piece of paper over this outline and trace the object onto it.

Renaissance artists converted the drawing of perspective into a sophisticated 
mathematical art. “The Artist’s Window”, as it was known in the 16th century 
by artists such as Albert Dürer or Leonardo da Vinci, was used to reproduce 
reality as faithfully as possible – main objective of the Renaissance period.
 

The Artist’s Window
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Drawing device that uses two grids, one placed in front of the painter, the other on 
the drawing paper. Looking through a hole we see the object divided into squares, 
which we copy onto the paper.

Alberti’s Veil was invented in the 15th century by the Italian architect, 
mathematician and philosopher Leon Battista Alberti. Alberti is considered the first 
artistic theorist of the Renaissance who was interested in establishing principles, 
both theoretical and practical, that would help guide artists in their work.

Gisèle Freund, among other historians, consider this device one of the main 
theoretical forerunners  of photography. Today a similar technique is used to paint 
large theatre curtains, where the original design is divided by a grid, then copied 
square by square onto the gridded curtain.

 

Alberti’s Veil
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Jumping acrobat that do somersaults just by pressing a pedal!

The English writer Mary Shelley created this creature in her 1818 novel Frankenstein, 
in which she explored the possibility of generating life from dead matter by means 
of electricity. In 1931, James Whale made the first film on the subject, creating 
some spectacular electrical inventions based on studies by the engineer and 
inventor Nikola Tesla. Since then Frankenstein’s monster has become one of the 
most popular figures in the history of cinema.

Acrobatic Frankenstein
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This gear assembly draws geometric shapes. The device is a combination of the 
harmonograph (mechanical apparatus composed of two pendula that move a biro 
and a flat surface at the same time), and the pantograph (used in cartography to 
copy scale images).

Panharmonograph


